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CX Series Fertiliser Spreader

The COSMO CX Series is a high-capacity professional spreader, designed to efficiently distribute pilled, granular or powdered fertiliser over an 
impressive width of up to 36m. Its slow rotating agitators protect fertiliser integrity and ensure an accurate and uniform spread.

The CX Spreader features twin hydraulically controlled openings, along with manual levers for presetting the discharge rate and spread pattern 
- be it one side (left or right) or full coverage (both left and right). The adjustable ‘drop’ position and spring-loaded vane adjustment system offer 
added flexibility.

Manufactured in Italy with meticulous attention to detail, the CX Spreader boasts a metal hopper, frame and gearbox drive system, all produced 
in-house for exceptional quality. Its components in contact with fertiliser are made from stainless steel, ensuring durability. An internal hopper 
grate prevents blockages, ensuring a consistent and optimal spreading pattern.

3-Point linkage
Category 2, double clevis mount.

Drive system
Three (3) gearboxes driven by a 
Series 4 PTO shaft with ratchet 
torque limiter.

Stainless steel double discs.

Spreading
Twin openings are hydraulically 
controlled. Positive-locking 
manual levers allow operator to 
preset discharge rate and spread 
pattern; one side (left or right) or 
full coverage (both left and right).

Stainless steel front shield.

Hopper inspection windows.
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The COSMO CX Series Fertiliser Spreader boasts a sturdy frame constructed from folded thick metal components, reinforced and welded to form 
a robust one-piece design. This box section frame provides a remarkable lift capacity of 3,200kg. The rectangular metal hopper has a standard 
capacity of 1500 litres, expandable with extensions to reach a maximum capacity of 3200 litres. Optional inspection ladders are available to 
assist the operator during loading.

36m

1500 litres

2400 litres

3200 litres

2150 litres
(X1)

2800 litres
(X2)Cosmo 3200ltr CX Spreader pictured with optional Hopper Cover.

Stainless steel safety guards.

The rectangular metal hopper 
has a standard capacity of 1500 
litres, which can be increased by 
adding extensions to create four 
larger models.

Code CCX1500 CCX2150 CCX2400 CCX2800 CCX3200

Size reference
1500ltr 

Twin Disc Spreader
2150ltr 

Twin Disc Spreader
2400ltr 

Twin Disc Spreader
2800ltr 

Twin Disc Spreader
3200ltr 

Twin Disc Spreader

Capacity (lt/kg) 1500 / 3800 2150 / 3800 2400 / 3800 2800 / 3800 3200 / 3800

Spreading width (m) 12 - 36

Dimensions

 Width (mm) 2350 2800 2350 2800

 Depth (mm) 1650

 Height (mm) 1200 1450 1550 1660 1700

Tractor range (hp) 90 - 180 | 75 - 150 @ PTO

Weight (kg) 510 545 570 580 585

Options

OC1008  
Hopper Cover 
(suit 1500/2150/2800) 

OC1009  
Hopper Cover 
(suit 2400/3200) 

OC1012  
Inspection Ladder 
(suit 1500/2150/2800) 

OC1013  
Inspection Ladder 
(suit 2400/3200) 
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